Second Place at Cambridge behind League
Leaders Havering for SNHAC youngsters.
On Sunday athletes from Stevenage and North Herts Athletics Club travelled to Cambridge for the
third round of the Eastern Young Athletes League. The team managed to finish in second place with
a score of 633.5 points, behind winners Havering with Watford, Cambridge and Coleridge, Braintree,
Colchester and Tendering and West Suffolk behind them.
In the girl’s competitions, the top performer was Lisa-Marie Uzokwe who won both the A string u15
200 metres and 300 metres with times of 26.3 seconds and 41.4 seconds. The other winner in the
u15 age group was Aisla Rhodes in the A string high jump with a clearance of 1m55. In the u17
women's competition Petra Sijuwade won the A string 300 in a time of 43 seconds, Libby Taylor
placed first in the A string hammer with a throw of 44m49 and Daisy Needham along with Molly
Davies won the A and B triple jump with 9m42 and 8m77 respectively. A final win in the girl’s
competition came from Leah Mansell-Baker who won the u13 B string 70 metre hurdles in 13
seconds.
In the u13 boy’s competition Henry Radford won the B string shot with a throw of 6m68 and Gregor
Smith won the B javelin with 24m76. In the u15 boy’s there was a double win in the hurdles as Joel
Evans and William Cant won both the A and B string with times of 12 seconds and 14.3 seconds. Also
with two wins was Ollie Owens who won the A string long jump with 5m54 and the B string high
jump with 1m45. Lastly in the u15 age group, Bhuvanesh Ramnauth won the B string 100 metres in
12 seconds. The u15 boys finished their day with some slick baton changes for a convincing win in
the 4x100m relay in a time of 49.3. In the u17 men's competition Brent Morris won the A string 400
in a time of 51.6 seconds with Joshua Roache winning the B string in 54.6. Kit Kerr won the B string
200 in 23.7 seconds. In the field Henry Bennet won the A string shot with 11m52, Euan Metcalfe won
the B string shot with 11m51 and the A string discus with 39m87. Dominic Buckland won the B string
discus with 34m67m and finally Michael Knowles won the A string hammer with 40m78m.
Athletes took advantage of the great conditions, posting lots of personal best performances and are
all looking forward to the next match at Alianz Park at the end of July.

